A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
she had been kept a prisoner in defiance of all law and of the
opinion of Christendom; her imprisonment had increased in
rigour and was a scandal of the first magnitude; none could
blame her efforts at escape. How, then, could a plea be put
forward which would give even colourable excuse for getting
her out of the way? We have seen how the easiest method—
private assassination—had failed. It is not, of course, possible
to fix the date when the idea of this final policy clarified in
Cecil's mind, but we know that the plots which his agents wove
against the Queen of Scots date from as early as 1583.
A consideration which was most powerful in the whole affair
was the state of Elizabeth's health. By 1584 this was so alarming
that her death was already expected, she herself announced it as
being, in her expectation, imminent; but by that time the
intrigue against Mary was far advanced. Moreover, Elizabeth
had made a last effort to act independently and to let Mary go
free; she had considered this policy even after the assassination
of William of Orange had renewed all her own vivid fears of a
similar fate.
Two preliminary steps were taken for the killing of Mary
Stuart.   First, the usual underground efforts of Cecil and the
head of his secret spy system, Walsingham, were set at work;
secondly, what was called "the Association" was formed. The
credit for planning the Association was ascribed publicly to
Leicester, but it is not credible that this vain and silly man, who,
moreover, was always playing fast and loose, should have been
the real author.   It bears the very stamp of Cecil's genius—for
it was a most able move.   The idea was to form into an associa-
tion men who would pledge themselves, when they subscribed
to it, to kill not only anyone who plotted against Elizabeth, but
oho anyone in whose favour such plots should be directed: in other
words, Cecil's prisoner, Mary Queen of Scots.   By mixing up
the two points, the first of which would certainly have large
support, the second of which was morally indefensible (for it
presumed the killing of an innocent party), it was easy to obtain
a considerable following.   But there was much more in the
Association than this: it was an instrument whereby it became
possible to get the names of those who were openly and steadfastly
opposed to Cecil and all his regime.   Men, being asked to sul£
scribe to the Association, feared to refuse, lest they should mark
themselves out as enemies of the Government,   Those who

